Volleyball rolls over Harvard, aims at Illinois Benedictine

By Paul Paternoster

The Harvard women's volleyball team improved its record to 19-3 Tuesday night with a straight set (15-3, 15-12, 15-5) victory over crosstown rival Harvard University.

Despite occasional lapses in concentration, the Engineers were able to take advantage of Harvard's errors and easily defeat the Division III Crimson.

The victory was satisfying for many of the MIT players, perhaps partly because of the long rivalry between the two universi-

ties. "I like beating Harvard," Jen-

ny Schulte '86, the team's setter, said of the rivalry. "The fact that they are in Division I makes it even better."

The Engineers are currently ranked either tenth or eleventh in Division III, stemming from a 3-3 performance in the Juliana Tournament. That tournament, which occurred two weeks ago, included competition with the top Division III schools in the East.

Coach Karyn Altman '78 feels the team's showing in those six matches is not indicative of the quality caliber of the squad. The Engineers wasted no time in getting out of the gate to a 17-0 lead after the first set.

Despite some occasional lapses in concentration, the Engineers will go head to head with Rutgers and then Harvard University. "I like beating Harvard," Jen-

ny Schulte '86, the team's setter, said of the rivalry. "The fact that they are in Division I makes it even better."
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The women's volleyball team, which has made the transition from outside hitter to middle blocker with apparent ease, effectively demonstrated her blocking ability against Harvard. Julie Koster '85, returning from an ankle injury, has been running the faster offensive game plan which has been used since the lane- ing before now. The team used the system in the Springfield Tournament against its weaker opponents. The new offense has not been tested under fast, pressure situa-

tions. Altman plans to do just that in the upcoming matches. In prac-

tice the players will focus on working the faster offense off the slightly imperfect pass. The slightly imperfect pass is a problem for the Engineers, as they have face third-ranked Illinois Bene-

 dicte, a team many feel will be a prime contender for the nation-

al. A one week later MIT will play Northeastern, and two weeks after that the Engineers will head on to Indiana and other Division I schools in the Rutgers Tournament.

Altman expects the next few weeks to be a "learning experi-

tence" for the players as they face high-pressure situations. She is not concerned with winning every match as long as the team con-

centrates and plays to best of its ability.

Lack of concentration against stronger teams has been a problem in the past. According to Alt-

man, MIT has had a tendency to let down when the opponent has little offense and poor passing.

"You can't afford to let your opponents gain ground," said Altman, explaining what might happen if the team's con-

centration slips.
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